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Final session 2 

After a close first set Poland led against Netherlands Blue by 5 IMPs at 27 -22. Poland 

played just four-handed, so they lined-up the same players. Netherlands Blue had Pim 

Coppens – Bob Donkersloot replace van Engelen – Verbeek.  

 

In the open room Marcin Bojarski – Max Chodacki (Poland) played against Guy Mendes 

de Leon and Thibo Sprinkhuizen. In the closed room Arek Majcher – Rafal Marks faced 

Coppens – Donkersloot.  

 

The first board of the set was just what spectators want. Lots of wild hands. 

 

 
West North East South 

Sprinkhuizen Bojarski Mendes de Leon Chodacki 

- - - 3♣ 

Pass 3NT 4♠ Pass 

Pass DBL Ap.   

 
West North East South 

Marks Donkersloot Majcher Coppens 

- - - 3♣ 

Pass 3NT 4♠ Pass 

Pass 4NT Ap.   

 

North-South can make 7♦, but the 3♣ preempt at both tables made it impossible to get 

there. The bidding started the same way at both tables. Bojarski chose to take the money 

against 4♠, while Donkersloot tried 4NT, hoping the vulnerable 3♣-opening would 

produce 2 tricks if the diamonds came in.  

 

Against 4♠ the defense started with a heart to the Ace and a heart ruff. Club Ace and a 

club ruffed with the Ace as declarer pitched his third heart. Bojarski tried to give South 

another heart ruff and Mendes de Leon ruffed with the King. Now North scored another 

trump trick. Down two, NS +300. 

 

Majcher led the Queen of spades against 4NT which was ducked and found the excellent 

switch to the King of hearts. Another top heart made sure the contract could not be made. 

Donkersloot also ducked the second heart, hoping that a squeeze would develop against 

the spades with clubs (the defense can break this by leading a club now). But with 
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spades in East and clubs in West there was no squeeze and 4NT went one off. NS -100, 

9 IMPs to Poland.  

 

 
Both tables reached 3NT in West after a 1♦ opening in West and no interference by 

North-South. Both declarers got a spade lead to the Queen and Ace and played a 

diamond to the Queen and Ace. Now Coppens for Netherlands Blue switched to a club, 

which ran to the King. North exited a club to dummy’s Queen. Declarer took a losing 

diamond finesse to the Jack and Donkersloot now played a heart to set up the fifth 

defensive trick, scoring a spade, heart, two diamonds and a club. One down, NS +100.  

 

At the other table Chodacki returned a spade after winning the Ace of diamonds. That set 

up some extra winners for declarer. Bojarski ducked the Jack, and now declarer just 

ducked a diamond. Now Bojarski cleared the spades, hoping the King of clubs would be 

the entry to his fifth spade, but declarer was in control, having scored three spades and 

three diamonds already. He could now set up a second heart trick. Nine tricks, NS -600 

and 12 IMPs to Netherlands Blue, levelling the match at 36 all.  

 

 
Both tables were in 4♠ and both got a club lead to the Jack to play the Jack of spades to 

the King and Ace. A club to the Ace and a second spade on which West of course played 

low. Now declarer had to decide who had the Queen of spades. Bojarski played low and 

made his contract, while Donkersloot tried the ten and was one off as the diamonds could 

not be negotiated for just one loser. 10 IMPs to Poland, opening a gap at 53-36.  

 

The Dutch struck back at the next board however when Mendes de Leon and 

Sprinkhuizen bid and made a vulnerable game that was missed by the Poles. 
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West North East South 

Sprinkhuizen Bojarski Mendes de Leon Chodacki 

- - - Pass 

Pass 1♠ DBL 3♠ 

Pass Pass 4♥ Ap.  
 
Mendes de Leon started with DBL and was forced on the second round to try 4♥. A diamond 
lead would be killing as the defense has their diamond winner set up before it can be pitched on 
a spade. Chodacki tried the Queen of clubs. Mendes de Leon won the Ace and pulled trumps to 
play the Jack of spades. When Chodacki played low declarer ducked in dummy to North’s Ace. 
The diamond loser went on the King of spades and with clubs breaking 3-2 declarer had ten 
tricks. NS -620. 
 

West North East South 

Marks Donkersloot Majcher Coppens 

- - - Pass 

Pass 1♠ 2♥ 2♠ 

Pass Pass 3♣ Ap.  

 

Majcher just made the simple overcall of 2♥ and then competed to 3♣. As he had a 2-

suiter available at his first turn 3♣ probably showed just four clubs and often six hearts as 

he needs the playing strength to bid again on his own at the 3-level. 3♣ also made ten 

tricks. NS -130, but 10 IMPs to Netherlands Blue.  

 

 

West North East South 

Sprinkhuizen Bojarski Mendes de Leon Chodacki 

Marks Donkersloot Majcher Coppens 

- 3♦ DBL Pass 

4♦ Pass 4♥ Ap.  
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Bidding was the same at both tables. Chodacki led ♦ 8 on which North dropped the Queen. 
Coppens led the King of diamonds. Majcher earned a game swing by playing on clubs 
immediately. South could ruff the second round and the trump switch by Coppens made it easy 
to set up the clubs with enough trumps to reach them. A diamond continuation would have 
made life more difficult for declarer, although he might still survive.  
 
At the other table Mendes de Leon pulled two rounds of trumps first, ending in dummy. With 
North having just one heart and from the first trick just six diamonds, some club lengthe seems 
likely. A  club finesse was necessary now. But Mendes de Leon played Ace and King and when 
that was ruffed got forced for two down. 13 IMPs to Poland.  
 
More fireworks then: 

 
 
West North East South 

Sprinkhuizen Bojarski Mendes de Leon Chodacki 

- - 1♥ 1♠ 

4♥ 4♠ 5♥ 5♠ 

Ap.     
 
 

West North East South 

Marks Donkersloot Majcher Coppens 

- - 1♥ 1♠ 

4♥ 4♠ 5♥ 5♠ 

Pas Pas 6♥  DBL 

Ap.     

 

The Poles were left to playin 5♠. Declarer just lost the two Aces. NS +650 
Against 6♥ doubled Coppens led the King of diamonds, asking for count. North contributed the 
seven, showing an odd number. South now exited with a trump where a club would give him a 
club ruff. Only +500 now and 4 IMPs to Poland instead of +800 and 4 IMPs the other way.  
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West North East South 

Sprinkhuizen Bojarski Mendes de Leon Chodacki 

- - - 1♣ 

Pass 1♠ Pass 2♣ 

Pass 3♣ Ap.   
 
Chodacki upgraded his hand to open a Polish Club and showed 15-17 with clubs in the second 
round. That kept East-West out of the bidding completely. 3♣ +1, so NS +130. 
 

West North East South 

Marks Donkersloot Majcher Coppens 

- - - 1♣ 

Pass 1♠ 2♠ 3♣ 

4♠ Pass Pass 4NT 

DBL 5♣ Pass Pass 

DBL Ap.    

 

Majcher overcalled 2♠ immediately, so East-West reached the cold game easily. Coppens did 
well to save for just one down. NS -100, but 6 IMPs to Poland. 
 
Poland won the second set by 49 – 28 IMPs. At the end of the set the score was: 
Poland – Netherlands Blue 76 - 50 

 

 

 

 

 


